
BATHROOM PARTITIONS & MORE

We’re more than just a door or partition company:  
Your total solution for areas that require privacy, 
durability, and resistance to environmental factors– 
human and otherwise. 

RESTROOM 
SOLUTIONS



Special-Lite® Restroom Solutions are the ideal choice for restroom facilities expected to endure 
heavy use and frequent abuse— such as K-12, higher education, athletic facilities, arenas, retail 
spaces, restaurants, and other public facilities. 

Our partitions, doors, and frames are remarkably durable; we designed them to endure the 
mistreatment and abuse commercial facilities experience. They’re also perfect for corrosive 
environments that quickly degrade metal partitions like those found in and around locker rooms, 
pools, showers, and spas.
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• They are built to resist mold and decay; minimal moisture-trapping crevices
• By utilizing a core material that is immune to moisture penetration and retention
• Resistance to UV light, harsh cleaners & chemicals with superior cleanability thanks to our 

integral finishes and factory-applied coatings 

Special-Lite’s partitions, doors & frames outperform the alternatives– 
from the inside out! How?

Create a safe, clean environment 
Bathrooms, locker rooms, shower stalls, dressing rooms, and other spaces need to stand up to heavy 
use, moisture, and more. All while looking their best and remaining clean and sanitary for the health, 
safety, and happiness of building occupants. When these high-traffic areas appear clean and well-
maintained, they tend to stay that way. When people respect your facilities, everyone wins.

Simplify reaching these goals with our durable products that are easy to clean and sanitize, and do not 
support the growth of mold or development of rust. All of our restroom products are also 
GREENGUARD Certified.



Special-Lite® Bathroom Partitions are built to last. 
Engineered as tough as our legendary doors and made with 
the same materials, they deliver years of dependable service 
with minimal maintenance while looking great. Put an end to 
constant painting, repairs and budget-busting replacements.

SpecLite 3® FRP 
Bathroom Partitions

Hang Them and Forget Them
The first difference you’ll notice with our partitions is that they are lighter than a comparable steel 
system. This puts less stress and strain on your hardware and wall attachments, not to mention 
installation crews, and increases overall durability. Don’t think less weight means they’re lightweights; 
our partitions are heavy-duty and will stand up to prolonged abuse, just like our doors.

Aluminum perimeter stiles and rails make the panel lightweight, flexible, and corrosion-resistant.

Mitered corner joints with corner clips create a strong infrastructure with no welds to break.

Foamed-in-place closed-cell polyurethane core binds panel edges and face sheets.

Face sheets are secured by integral reglets on panel edges for a truly flush surface.

Choose from these color options & more:

Through-colored dent-, scratch-, and stain-resistant SpecLite 3® FRP face sheets.

Our exclusive SpecLite 3® FRP technology 
provides a sealed surface that endures use 
and abuse over time, and even repels graffiti! 
Remove graffiti quickly with just a wipe– the 
best way to discourage future vandalism.

We build our Bathroom Partitions with 
resilient materials like aluminum and FRP that 
cannot rust or rot. With a moisture-proof 
construction that is easy to clean, you can 
even use our partitions in your shower stalls.

Tested and Proven
DURABILITY

Our products have been put to the test in 
some of the most challenging real-world 
applications, and endure for decades. Our 
bathroom partitions bring the same proven 
durable construction to one of the most 
challenging rooms in your building.

Resists
GRAFFITI

Resists
CORROSION

Peek-Proof: NO SIGHT LINES
Our partitions are designed with privacy in mind. A continuous hinge and continuous doorstop combined with 
the use of a full-length corner and wall bracket create a peek-proof compartment.



APPLICATIONS
• Toilet Partitions
• Urinal Screens
• Shower Stalls
• Changing Rooms

Peek-Proof Restroom Stalls and Compartments
Our restroom stall doors are completed with an innovative, durable continuous hinge and continuous 
door stop. Combined with full-length corner and wall brackets, this design provides structural integrity 
and makes our stalls peek-proof with zero sight lines into the stall.

Our continuous hinge for ADA-compliant stalls provides more than just modesty, allowing emergency 
access to the stall. This unique design also features a gravity-close function. 

Win the Fight Against Restroom Vandalism
The durability of our partitions extends all the way to the floor, with extruded aluminum pilaster 
shoes—a Special-Lite exclusive—that are anodized after fabrication to provide excellent resistance to 
corrosion and abuse.

All fasteners are tamper-resistant to discourage mischief. The FRP face sheets are through-colored, so 
scratches, if any are made, will be less obvious than with traditional partition panels.



More than Just Entrances
Using conventional walls for your restroom, shower, or dressing room? 
The corrosion-resistant and easy-cleaning properties of the Special-Lite 
Doors you know and love make them an excellent choice for restrooms 
and showers. Beyond entrances, Special-Lite Doors and Frames 
outperform other doors in areas prone to moisture, chemicals, frequent 
cleaning, heavy traffic, and abuse.

Design Matters
You don’t have to choose between aesthetics and utility. Special-Lite 
Doors and Frames allow you to create a product unique to your facility. 
Meet your design and performance needs with multiple door face 
textures, standard and custom finishes and construction types.

Choose from:

Fiberglass Doors
The champions of corrosion resistance, fiberglass doors are impervious 
to moisture. Often used in clean rooms, these doors are easy to keep 
sanitary. Fiberglass will never rust, rot, or corrode.
Pultruded Fiberglass Doors 
Smooth Painted 
Special-Lite makes the only pultruded completely sealed heavy-duty fiberglass door, 
featuring a closed cell foam core. Complete the doorway with heavy-duty pultruded 
fiberglass framing.

Composite Fiberglass Doors   
Smooth Painted  | Pebble Grain | Sandstone | Rustic Wood Grain | Contemporary Wood Grain 
Constructed with pultruded fiberglass stiles and rails and bonded FRP face sheets, with 
EPS foam or polypropylene honeycomb core. Lightweight and economical.

FRP Doors
Our FRP Doors are known for being tough and low-maintenance 
in abusive environments, while remaining light-weight and easy on 
hardware. Not only do the FRP face sheets and aluminum stiles and rails 
keep the exterior of the door rust-free, but the foamed-in-place core 
locks out all moisture, so corrosion and other issues cannot attack from 
the inside out. 
Hybrid FRP Doors
Pebble Grain | Sandstone | 6-Panel Wood Grain | Rustic Wood Grain | Contemporary Wood Grain
Heavy-duty yet lightweight FRP-faced door with aluminum stiles and rails, rugged tie 
rod construction, and injected high-density closed-cell foam core.

Aluminum Doors
When confronted with unrelenting environmental conditions such as 
high humidity or chemicals that quickly damage hollow metal doors, our 
aluminum flush door prevails. 
Aluminum Flush Doors  
Smooth | Fluted | Embossed 
Heavy-duty yet lightweight aluminum-faced door with aluminum stiles and rails, tie rod 
construction, and injected high-density structural closed-cell foam core. Stainless steel 
door face options also available.

Doors and Frames

Photos from Top to Bottom:

1. Sandstone-Texture FRP Aluminum Hybrid Doors - Rest Area 
2. Contemporary Wood Grain FRP Aluminum Hybrid Door - Restaurant
3. Pultruded Fiberglass Doors with Fiberglass Louvers - University Dorm
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Shower and Bathroom Stall Doors withstand 
heavy usage, resist vandalism and maintain a 
like-new appearance.

▪ Ideal for high-abuse applications
▪ Long service life
▪ Attractive appearance
▪ Easy to maintain
▪ Injected closed-cell foam core

Shower and Bathroom Stall Compartment Doors
For walled compartments, we offer reduced-height (up to 36” x 60”),  
1-3/4” Shower and Bathroom Stall Doors. These doors feature the same 
construction you know and love in our standard doors, only shorter! 
Shower and Bathroom Stall Doors are made to withstand hard usage, 
resist vandalism and maintain a like-new appearance. 

Mount between two existing walls with our Aluminum Insert Frame, 
designed for use with a Concealed Continuous Gear Hinge. This 
combination can be applied directly to block masonry or a flush wall 
without the problem of the hinge cap rubbing on the wall. Other 
Fiberglass and Aluminum Framing attaching methods are available.
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Why Choose Special-Lite? 
Our approach to making doors, frames, and partitions is unique. We 
combine the best aspects of traditional hands-on craftsmanship, 
advanced materials, innovative design, and manufacturing technology 
to make the toughest, longest-lasting products possible.

Instead of making our products heavier and more rigid to make them 
tougher, we make them lighter and more flexible—so they can roll with 
the punches, kicks and whatever else life throws at them. 

It may seem counterintuitive, but decades of enduring some of the 
toughest environments prove that it works. We stand behind our 
restroom products with a 10-year parts and labor warranty.

Contact your local Special-Lite Representative for a 
personalized solution for your building’s unique challenges!

Let us help you find your local Rep!

BEFORE: Exposure to liquids causes rust and creates sanitizing 
challenges. Metal panels have been bent and vandalized with 
permanent marker. 

AFTER: The bathroom is renewed with ultra durable Special-Lite 
Bathroom Partitions. Easy to clean and no issues with rust or 
graffiti removal!

Before 
& After: 


